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✓ Choose one product or service to work on first (80/20!)

✓ Define typical steps in the buying process.

✓ Create emails and other content.

✓ Implement automation for efficiency, repeatability.

Lead follow up success
system
Have you ever heard about people who spend a ton of money going
to a trade show, maybe NAB, IBC or CES, and then, after the show,
they just sending one email out to the leads. Maybe pass the leads to
the sales people and hope for the best. Or worse yet, they do
nothing. No follow up at all. Those same people might have a drawer
full of business cards they’ve been meaning to do something with. 

For those of you who are feeling frustrated with lead follow up and
know that there’s a high return on investment to be had by adding
digital marketing to what you’re doing, but don’t know where to

start, it's a good thing you watched the 3rd video in our Quick Study
Marketing series and snagged this checklist. It's an outline of the
system we use with our clients now for successful lead follow up.
Lead follow up that delivers sales.

4 steps:
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A sales funnel example
Your customer's buying process might be something like this:

1. Meet at trade show or event, find out needs/interest
2. Send helpful info about technology X (white paper, video, guide)
3. Offer product or service info (data sheet, trial, webinar) 
4. Schedule meeting or demo
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Campaign example
A campaign might look like this:

1. Send helpful info about technology X (white paper, video, guide.

2. If prospect reads/watches, then email more helpful info on topic. Offer

product or service info (data sheet, trial, webinar) 

3. If prospect reads/watches, then email more helpful info on topic.

Offer to schedule meeting or demo.
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Are you frustrated by low results from your marketing and know

you should get a 100 to 200% return using today’s advanced

sales and marketing systems, but don’t know where to start? Or

just don’t have time?

Are you at at a small high tech company, maybe a broadcast

television equipment or software manufacturing company? And

are you wondering why the marketing you’ve been doing for the

past 5, 10 or 15 years is not working any more? We can give you

guidance on what's working now.

BOOK A FREE CONSULTATION
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